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DefinitionWhat is teyolía?

 In Red Medicine Teyolia is  defined as the 
“Living force which generated human 
wisdom, existed in the heart” (p. 204). 

 The Teyolia can be referred to as the soul, 
and it is  in the heart. 

 It can be lost or displaced which causes 
susto, it can be lost because of a traumatic 
experience or displaced while in a strong 
place.  

 Can be lost or displaced

 It is  a central and animating force of life.

“The three life forces” 
http://aztecamemoria.tumblr.com/post/75043147583/
an-aspect-of-the-soul-tonalli-leaving-the-body



Where is the Teyolía?
 Heart; residing in other areas

 The indigenous people believed in 

three different life forces 

 “Tonalli resides in the brain. (highest 

heaven) Teyolia resides in the heart. 

(Above the earth) Ihiyotl resides in 

the Liver. (Underworld)”

 Different forms

• Bird

• Stone

• Breath

http://teyolia2.wiki-site.com/index.php/Main_Page



As a Bird
 “Hearts of the dead transformed into winged 

creatures”

 Bird of the heart characteristics: quail-like in size, yellow 
wim and black feathers.

 Other winged creatures: hummingbird or butterfly and not 
gender limited.

 Takes on what it is similar to: hear flulter like a wing flulter

 Wind of the heart: Morelos Vollages: Soul as “espiritu”, 
embodying a dove but was the wind of the heart 
throughout the whole body.

 What about the unborn? –Traveling to the creator’s 
paradice  to a special milk tree 

Bananaquit: 
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/forums/threa
d22827.htm

Reference: Natural History p. 23

http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/forums/thread22827.htm


As a Stone
 Considered a substitute in death

 Pre-Columbian era
 Stone added prior to cremation because it 

would become the heart interchangable eith 
body tissues 

 Quality and value 
 Mexica and New World people believed that 

life forces becoming solid substances with 
animating powers post death.

 The spirit could assume physical shape.

 Vital force and the stone
 Considered to attrack bream of indivifual 

who has passed, pulling the back to ash so 
teyolia would not wonder about and bother 
the living. 

 Experimental nature 

http://notmytribe.com/2009/a-heart-of-stone-
86485.html

Refcerence: Natural History p. 54-55

http://notmytribe.com/2009/a-heart-of-stone-86485.html


As the Breath
 A vital sign clearly present in the living and absent in the dead (p. 42)
 The human body lies on the connection between the heart to respiration (p. 42)
 A life force within

o A heart is not just a physical organ but what lives within that is a force. (p. 43)
 At the center of the organ unit (p. 45)
 The destiny of the soul through the mouth 

o One indigenous Christian cacique said that “when a person died “something resembling 
a person, which is called yulio, comes out of the mouth and goes to the next life” (p.43)

o Only what keeps the heart alive goes to the next world to be rewarded or punished 
 Only what provides life

o When the heartbeat stops the breath leaves the body and the person dies (p. 46)
 “Entrance trail” (p. 45)

o The breath coming out of our mouths is call yulia, it passed through an entrance trial
o Native American’s belief 
o The breath and the heart feel linked in moments of stress or disease 

 The heart transformed as a bird or butterfly in order to reach the sky (p. 47)
o Equally as breath it could rise like smoke or mist into the upper world 
o Its separation from the body is signaled by intense pain across the entire upper back 

where the large bufferfly or frontal-bird shape marks the departure 

 Reference: Furst, Jill Leslie McKeever, 1945. The Natural History of the Soul in 
Ancient Mexico. New Haven, [Conn.]: Yale University Press, 1995. Print.

“Deer with a life line leading from its mouth to 
the heart or stomach. Seed jar. Zuñi Pueblo, c. 
1900. (redrawn by the author from Brody 1991: 
fig. 32.)”(Furst 45).



As a “Shadowy Double”
 Manifestation of a person’s inner life force (p. 48)
 Sunlight and cold weather (p. 49)

o Mexica’s belief 
o The body casts a shadow in the sunlight, the person’s inner life manifest in 

the sunlight 
o People see their breath in cold weather, which suggest that the body is 

occupied by an insubstantial substance not always so readily apparent
 Invisible shadowy double (p. 52)

o Humid cold in central Mexico and wearing lighter clothing, exercises and 
sweats, vapor surrounds the body, despite that it might be invisible. The 
entire body seems to breathe

 Corona discharge (p. 52)
o The buildup of static electricity which occasionally produces an aura 

surrounding people and objects
o When ions in the air become highly charged, usually before a 

thunderstorm
o St. Elmo’s fire, protector of ship at sea and lakes 
o Mountain, climbers see halos around their equipment

 Reference: Furst, Jill Leslie McKeever, 1945. The Natural History of 
the Soul in Ancient Mexico. New Haven, [Conn.]: Yale University 
Press, 1995. Print.



Pre-Columbian concept of Teyolía
Teyolía = Yollotl -- refers to the way the soul animates the 
flesh

The Teyolía as an animating force

• Yolia refer to the physical heart and it animating qualities

• “It makes one live, it sustains one, and it lives perceptually 
it beats, or it beats rhythmically and it jumps” (Furst 18)

The Teyolía has the ability to make something alive.

Reference: Red Medicine p. 202
https://www.pinterest.com/lislemag
nus/pre-columbian-era/



Teyolíaand Historical Trauma

• The Ghost in Your Genes

• Syncretism in Mexican Folk Medicine

• Susto pasado, Red Medicine pg. 202
o captures the concept of the extended 

impact of trauma, and this knowledge 
from oral tradition has been recorded in 
the literature

Soul loss = loss of the teyolia http://www.fotocommunity.es/pc/pc/displa
y/30675440
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